
Urben deploys multi-functional divisible space for 
British multinational company

This British multinational corporation 
manufactures and supplies a range of tobacco and 
nicotine products worldwide. Established in 1902, 
this company is headquartered in London, UK and 
is the largest tobacco company in the world, with 
revenue figures over £25B (2021), with 55,000 
employees globally.

    

OBJECTIVES
● Upgrade their meeting room technology to enable users 

to bring their Microsoft Teams experience seamlessly

● Integrate the existing room technology with Microsoft 
Teams Rooms systems

● The end solution needed to be incredibly easy to use for 
internal and external users, with the technology meeting 
the ‘Teams Standard’ interface specifications

OUTCOME
● Full integration of Microsoft Teams

● Innovative use of the Urben frame solutions, such as 
digital signage and room usage guides

● Created a multi-functional yet incredibly efficient room 
to work with the room dividers

TECHNOLOGY

● Microsoft Teams video conferencing software

● Dual-screen 86” and 50” Surface Hub Companion 
Board with Samsung displays, Logitech Rally Bars & 
Lenovo MTR PC’s, two Sennheiser ceiling 
microphones controlled by a BiAmp DSP module
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The Outcome

As part of the initial project scope, the team at Urben wanted to make the room multi-functional yet 
incredibly efficient, understanding the complex challenge of implementing technology that could 
work independently when the space needed to be divided and integrated seamlessly when the 
meeting spaces needed to be turned into a larger conference room.

One of the main considerations was how to create a technology solution that provided a uniform 
experience for users, based on Teams standards. The team of experts at Urben understood that the 
space needed to accommodate internal staff and external customers and that the technology 
needed to support that requirement. The project outlay also featured innovative use of the Urben 
frame solutions, such as digital signage and room usage guides.

The Solution

Two Urben Frames housing Samsung 82” displays were installed into the two sub-areas of the 
meeting room, creating two identical collaboration environments. Video conferencing was 
enabled with Logitech Rally Bar solutions, while Lenovo MTR PCs ensured users could take 
control of the meeting from the tabletop console. For crystal-clear audio quality, two 
Sennheiser ceiling microphones were deployed, controlled by a BiAmp DSP module to control 
the audio in either of the two divided spaces and operational as one large conferencing space.

Mersive Solstice allowed for a fully integrated way to manage hospitality signage centrally and 
room user guides on the Urben displays without overly complicating the room experience. 
Lastly, companion boards were installed to enable users to bring applications directly into 
collaborative solutions and work in real-time on documents and whiteboards across the 
digital/analogue divide.
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We recognise the challenges facing organisations when it 
comes to equipping their spaces with the right technology 

for efficient hybrid working and were delighted to share our 
expertise with our client to develop a multi-functional space 

that facilitates productive collaboration at every level.



Why Urben?

As a long-standing Urben client, this multinational company already had an 
excellent understanding of the efficiency of the Urben frames, significantly 
reducing installation time and ongoing maintenance. An additional benefit 
was that this global enterprise could standardise their technology solution 
through a centrally managed platform, delivering the same meeting room 
experience for users and enabling more productive meeting outcomes.

Spokesperson for this company, comments: 

When we were looking to upgrade our largest meeting room 
in our Southampton R&D centre, we knew we wanted to 
implement a solution that made it easier for our teams and 
customers to meet and experience the full impact of Microsoft 
Teams. We were looking for a system that was easy to deploy, 
simple to maintain and intuitive to use; the Urben frame is just 
that.


